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Abstract
The paper describes the development process
of the The University of Tokyo’s NMT sys-
tems that were submitted to the WAT 2020
Document-level Business Scene Dialogue
Translation sub-task. We describe the data pro-
cessing workflow, NMT system training archi-
tectures, and automatic evaluation results. For
the WAT 2020 shared task, we submitted 26
systems (both with and without using other
resources) for English-Japanese and Japanese-
English translation directions. The submitted
systems were trained using Transformer mod-
els and one was a SMT baseline.

1 Introduction

We describe the machine translation (MT) systems
submitted to the WAT 2020 Document-level Busi-
ness Scene Dialogue Translation sub-task devel-
oped by the team of The University of Tokyo. We
chose the identifier of our team to be ut-mrt, which
specifies our affiliation (The University of Tokyo)
and first names (Matı̄ss, Ryokan, Toshiaki). We
participated in both EN→JA and JA→EN trans-
lation directions. We experimented with mixing
and matching several data sets, data processing
approaches and training methods.

Our main findings are: 1) using source side
context mainly improves EN→JA MT, but not al-
ways, and mainly degrades or leaves little impact
on JA→EN MT; 2) there are no better data than
more data - we see the biggest improvements from
using larger training data sets; and 3) optimiser
delay (Bogoychev et al., 2018) can help a lot - by
setting the optimiser delay value to 8 instead of the
default 1 increased BLEU scores by more than 1.5
in both translation directions.

2 Data

We used multiple dataset combinations to train our
models for the shared task. We also filtered some of

the larger automatically collected data sets which
are usually more noisy and contain duplicates.

Aside from using only the provided BSD train-
ing dataset (BSD 20 (Rikters et al., 2019)), we
had access to an extended version of the BSD four
times the size (BSD 80), as well as two other sim-
ilar corpora - AMI Meeting corpus (AMI) and a
parallel version of OntoNotes 5.0 (ON) (Rikters
et al., 2020). We also experimented with using the
jParaCrawl (Morishita et al., 2019) dataset, data
from WMT 20201 (whcih includes JParaCrawl, Ted
Talks (Cettolo et al., 2012), The Kyoto Free Transla-
tion Task Corpus (Neubig, 2011), Japanese-English
Subtitle Corpus (Pryzant et al., 2018), WikiMa-
trix (Schwenk et al., 2019) and Wiki Titles v2),
and a proprietary document-aligned news dataset
gathered from several sources. The full training
data statistics are shown in Table 1. The AMI and
jParaCrawl corpora contain many duplicates while
the rest seem to be of higher quality.

Total Unique Filtered
BSD 20 20,000 18,818 17,672
BSD 80 80,629 74,377 69,742
AMI 110,483 75,660 57,046
ON 28,429 24,335 18,348
WMT 17,880,587 16,501,296 13,035,839
jParaCrawl 10,105,351 8,790,618 7,087,631
News 1,104,549 1,101,751 956,654

Table 1: Total, unique data amounts and after filtering
for the noisiest corpora.

2.1 Filtering

We used data filtering methods described by Rik-
ters (2018) to remove the noisiest parts of the cor-
pora for experiments involving jParaCrawl. The
filtering process consists of the following filters:
1) unique parallel sentence filter, which removes
duplicate parallel sentences; 2) equal source-target

1http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/translation-task.html
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filter, which removes parallel sentences that are
identical in both languages; 3) multiple sources -
one target and multiple targets - one source filters;
4) non-alphabetical filters - remove sentences hav-
ing a majority of characters outside the scope of the
specified language; 5) repeating token filter, which
removes sentences that have several repeating to-
kens or phrases in a row; and 6) correct language
filter, which uses language identification (Lui and
Baldwin, 2012) to remove parallel sentences where
the identified language does not match the expected
one. Data amounts after filtering are shown in the
final column of Table 1. Similar to the amount of
duplicates, AMI and jParaCrawl were filtered the
most along with the WMT data set.

For pre-processing we used only Sentencepiece
(Kudo and Richardson, 2018) to create a shared vo-
cabulary with size depending on the total training
data set size for the specific experiment. The vocab-
ulary size was set to 3,000 tokens for experiments
with only BSD 20 data, 8,000 for experiments with
BSD 80 data, 16,000 when using BSD 80 / AMI
/ ON together and 32,000 tokens for experiments
involving WMT, jParaCrawl or News data. We did
not perform other tokenisation or truecasing for
the training data. We used Mecab (Kudo, 2006) to
tokenise the Japanese side of the evaluation data,
which we used only for scoring. The English side
remained as-is.

3 Model Configurations

We separate our submissions in 3 main categories
by model configuration type - statistical MT (SMT)
baseline models, NMT models and NMT models
with context. The latter category also includes mod-
els with tags specifying the domain (or rather train-
ing corpus used).

3.1 SMT

We trained SMT baseline systems using using the
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) toolkit in the Tilde MT
platform (Vasiļjevs et al., 2012). The SMT systems
consist of: word alignment performed using fast-
align (Dyer et al., 2013); 7-gram translation models
and the wbe-msd-bidirectional-fe-allff reordering
models; a language model trained with KenLM
(Heafield, 2011); models tuned using the improved
MERT (Bertoldi et al., 2009).

3.2 NMT
For the sentence-level NMT systems, we used
Sockeye (Hieber et al., 2017) or Marian (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018) to train transformer architec-
ture (Vaswani et al., 2017) models with several dif-
ferent parameter configurations until convergence
on development data (no improvement on valida-
tion perplexity for 10 checkpoints). Each model
was trained on a single Nvidia TITAN V (12GB)
GPU, and training time was about 2-3 days for
models with only BSD/ON/AMI data and about
5-6 days when using WMT/News/jParaCrawl data.

The main reason for using two different toolkits
is that Marian currently does not support source
side input factors, which help when training models
with context. However, Sockeye does not support
using optimiser delay, which enables training with
larger batch sizes and significantly improves the
final outcome. Differences in the model and data
configurations are as follows:

• Sockeye

– Transformer base (T.bas) - 6 layers
– Transformer small (T.sm) - 4 layers
– One previous context sentence (Ctx)
– Domain tags (Dom)
– Average of 4 best models (Avg)

• Marian

– Transformer base (T.bas) - 6 layers
– Optimiser delay of 8
– Domain adaptation (Tun)
– Ensemble of 2 best models (Ens)

We experimented with two different approaches
of domain adaptation. For models trained with Mar-
ian, the usual approach of resetting convergence
parameters and swapping out the full training data
set with a 1:1 mix of domain data (BSD corpus)
and an equal-sized random subset of the remaining
data worked fine. This, however, did not work as
well for models trained with Sockeye when follow-
ing the domain adaptation tutorial2. In this case we
augmented the training data by adding a domain
specifying tag (<AMI>, <BSD> or <ON>) (Tars
and Fishel, 2018) at the beginning of each source
sentence of training, development and evaluation
data. The domain tag approach lead to a similar
increase in BLEU score as the usual domain adap-
tation approach.

2https://awslabs.github.io/sockeye/tutorials/adapt.html
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3.3 NMT with Context
To train our context-aware systems, we experi-
mented with the approach of sentence concatena-
tion (Tiedemann and Scherrer, 2017) with source
side factors (Sennrich and Haddow, 2016). We
use the Sockeye toolkit and similar parameters as
in our sentence-level systems. For the concatena-
tion context-aware MT, we experimented with two
approaches: 1) prepending the previous sentence
from the same document, followed by a beginning
of sentence tag <bos>, to the source sentence; 2)
in addition, providing source side factors to specify
if a token represents context or the source sentence.

The source side factors that we used for train-
ing were either C or S, representing context and
the actual source sentence respectively. Examples
of source sentences with context and factors are
shown in Table 2. The first sentence in the table
has no previous context, as it is the first one in the
respective document. The second sentence has the
first one as context, followed by a beginning of
sentence tag <bos>, and so on.

Source sentences
<bos>はい、 G社お客様相談室の
ケイトです。

はい、 G社お客様相談室のケイト
です。<bos>ご用件は ?
Source side factors
C S S S S S S S S S S S S S S
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C S S S S S

Table 2: Examples of training data source sentences
and the respective source side factors for the concate-
nated context-aware experiments.

4 Results

We use the SacreBLEU3 tool (Post, 2018) to eval-
uate automatic translations and calculate BLEU
scores (Papineni et al., 2002) in Table 3, which
contains results from the intermediate models that
were not submitted to the shared task evaluation
site. This table shows the incremental BLEU
score improvements of switching between the base
and small configurations of the transformer model,
model averaging, enabling optimiser delay and do-
main adaptation. It also shows that BLEU scores
go both up and down when adding context sen-
tences to the source side. We did not compare

3Version string: BLEU+case.mixed+numrefs.1+smooth.
exp+tok.13a+version.1.2.21

how data filtering impacts the final result, but fil-
tering was only performed in experiment settings
which involved the jParaCrawl corpus, which was
the largest overall and contained the majority of
noisy data.

Data Amount

Both result tables show that adding training data
improves BLEU scores. Ideally, we would have
wanted the jParaCrawl and all WMT corpora to be
document-aligned to be able to train the context-
aware models using the complete data set.

We first experimented with incrementally adding
all of the document-level data available to us - BSD
80, AMI, ON, News - and compared how using
context impacts the final translation. Then, we
switched to only sentence-level experiments and
added jParaCrawl and the rest of WMT20 corpora
to the mix, which finally lead to our highest-scoring
models.

Model Configurations

For experiments using only the provided train-
ing data from the shared task it is clear that the
transformer-base model was too big to efficiently
utilise the little amount of data. It is interesting
that for EN→JA the SMT model outperformed all
NMT models.

Rows 9-12 of Table 3 show incremental improve-
ments while using the same training data and seem-
ingly the same transformer-base configuration. We
first switched from Sockeye to Marian and saw
immediate improvement of about 1 BLEU. Later
we found out that this was due to some default pa-
rameters being different or not set in Sockeye and
after aligning the parameters4 we were able to train
comparable models. However, Sockeye does not
support the optimiser delay feature that can be used
in Marian to increase the effective training batch
size and simulate training on larger GPUs, which
in turn leads to higher final BLEU scores. Domain
adaptation / tuning is another feature / strategy that
supposedly works in both toolkits, but seems to
lead to grater gain in Marian. Rows 11 and 12
show the improvement from optimiser delay and
domain adaptation, which are about 1.6 BLEU and
about 1.7 BLEU on average respectively.

4Initial learning rate - 0.003; transformer activation
type - swish; optimizer params - beta1:0.9, beta2:0.98, ep-
silon:0.000000001; transformer dropout - 0.1;
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Configuration EN→JA JA→EN Toolkit Filtered
T.bas. | BSD 20 5.06 4.18 Sockeye No
T.bas. | BSD 20 | Ctx 4.96 3.14 Sockeye No
T.sm. | BSD 20 5.01 4.96 Marian No
T.sm. | BSD 20 6.37 7.16 Sockeye No
T.sm. | BSD 20 | Avg 6.49 7.22 Sockeye No
T.sm. | BSD 20 | Ctx | Avg 7.23 6.93 Sockeye No
T.sm. | BSD 80 | Ctx 12.39 14.07 Sockeye No
T.bas. | BSD 80 | Ctx 12.74 14.92 Sockeye No
T.bas. | BSD 80 / jParaCrawl / AMI / ON 14.12 18.24 Sockeye Yes
T.bas. | BSD 80 / jParaCrawl / AMI / ON 15.16 19.38 Marian Yes
T.bas. | BSD 80 / jParaCrawl / AMI / ON | Delay 16.71 21.16 Marian Yes
T.bas. | BSD 80 / jParaCrawl / AMI / ON | Delay | Tun 19.32 22.85 Marian Yes
T.bas. | BSD 80 / News / WMT / AMI / ON | Delay | Tun 19.23 23.25 Marian Yes
T.bas. | BSD 80 / WMT / AMI / ON | Delay | Tun 19.56 22.97 Marian Yes

Table 3: Automatic evaluation results of models that were not submitted to the shared task evaluation site. All
EN→JA scores are calculated on references and outputs tokenised with Mecab. Configuration details are split by
vertical lines, where the first part specifies the model type (Transformer - small or base), next are the corpora used
for training, following by additional data/model details (domain tags, context, optimiser delay, domain adaptation,
model averaging).

Context
By prepending the previous sentence as context for
each training, development, and test data content
sentence we were expecting to see slight improve-
ments in both translation directions. We did, how-
ever, find that this leads to a drop in scores for all
of our JA→EN experiments (rows in Tables 3 and
4 where the difference between adjacent configu-
rations is Ctx). Out of the 5 comparable EN→JA
experiments adding context improved in 3 cases.

4.1 Automatic Evaluation
Automatic evaluation results from the submission
website are shown in Table 4. The abbreviations
used in the table are explained in Section 3.2. Sev-
eral of our models ranked in the top-5 in each trans-
lation direction according to the automatic evalua-
tion. By looking at the results, it is clear that having
the larger BSD corpus gave us a big and perhaps
unfair advantage. It is also evident both here and in
the human evaluation results that just adding larger
amounts of any parallel data leads to improvements
in BLEU scores.

4.2 Human Evaluation
Results of the human evaluation (Nakazawa et al.,
2020) are summarised in Table 5. For the hu-
man evaluation we chose to submit our highest-
scoring context-aware systems along with their oth-
erwise identical context-agnostic alternatives in or-

der to better understand the benefits or drawbacks
of adding previous context. We added all human
evaluated results to the table and gathered configu-
rations of other team models from descriptions on
the evaluation site5.

Unlike BLEU and RIBES scores, which were
higher for the context-aware version in the EN→JA
direction, it seems that the evaluators preferred the
context-agnostic model output in both translation
directions.

We were also fortunate enough to have our over-
all highest-scoring submissions evaluated by hu-
mans and confirm that they truly were in the top-2
for both translation directions.

5 Conclusion

The paper described the development process of the
The University of Tokyo’s MT systems that were
submitted for the WAT 2020 Document-level Busi-
ness Scene Dialogue Translation sub-task. Among
other things, we experimented with adding pre-
vious context to training data, larger batches and
domain specifying tags. While we did find some
slight BLEU score improvements when training
context-aware models, document-aligned data re-
quired to train them are still rare and rather small in
size. More substantial improvements were gained
by simply adding all available sentence-aligned

5http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/evaluation/index.html
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Configuration EN→JA JA→EN
BLEU RIBES BLEU RIBES

SMT | BSD 20 10.18 64.48 6.88 57.53
T.sm. | BSD 20 7.88 59.93 7.67 58.08
T.sm. | BSD 20 | Ctx | Avg 8.89 61.96 7.43 57.63
T.sm. | BSD 80 14.73 70.38 15.83 70.00
T.sm. | BSD 80 | Ctx 14.27 70.69 14.49 69.70
T.bas. | BSD 80 / WMT / AMI / ON 14.54 66.25 18.94 69.81
T.bas. | BSD 80 / AMI / ON 16.35 70.18 17.58 71.07
T.bas. | BSD 80 / AMI / ON | Dom | Avg 16.67 71.84 18.57 72.08
T.bas. | BSD 80 / AMI / ON | Dom / Ctx | Avg 17.24 73.22 18.05 72.32
T.bas. |WMT 17.18 71.00 16.99 67.71
T.bas. | BSD 80 / News / AMI / ON | Ctx 19.80 74.63 21.64 74.60
T.bas. | BSD 80 / jParaCrawl / AMI / ON | Tun 21.24 73.74
T.bas. | BSD 80 / News / WMT / AMI / ON | Tun | Ens 21.85 74.13
T.bas. | BSD 80 / WMT / AMI / ON | Tun | Ens 23.80 74.69

Table 4: Automatic evaluation results of the submitted systems in BLEU and RIBES. All EN→JA scores are an
average of the 3 tokeniser versions (Juman, Kytea and Mecab). The first two groups of rows were trained with
Sockeye and the last group was trained with Marian. Configuration details are split by vertical lines, where the
first part specifies the model type (SMT or Transformer - small or base), next are the corpora used for training,
following by additional data/model details (domain tags, context, domain adaptation), and finally if either model
averaging (only for Sockeye) or ensembling (only for Marian) was used. Configurations marked in a bold font
were submitted for human evaluation.

Configuration EN-JA JA-EN TeamBLEU Human BLEU Human
T.bas. | News / WMT / BSD 80k / AMI / ON | Tun | Ens 21.85 4.23 ut-mrt
mBART pre-training | JESC | Doc-lvl | Ens 22.07 4.20 23.15 4.19 goku20
T.bas. | WMT / BSD 80k / AMI / ON | Tun | Ens 23.80 4.12 ut-mrt
T.bas. | BSD 20k / JESC / KFTT / MTNT / + | BT | Tun | Ens 22.31 4.13 22.83 4.10 DEEPNLP
T.bas. | BSD 20k / JESC / OpenSubtitles | Tun 18.70 3.93 adapt-dcu
T.bas. | BSD 80k / AMI / ON | Dom | Avg 16.67 3.56 18.57 3.62 ut-mrt
mBART pre-training | Doc-lvl | single model 17.04 3.55 17.02 3.57 goku20
T.bas. | BSD 80k / AMI / ON | Dom / Ctx | Avg 17.24 3.52 18.05 3.55 ut-mrt
T.bas. | BSD 20k | Ens 11.29 2.60 10.91 2.40 DEEPNLP

Table 5: Human evaluation results ordered by the human adequacy score on a scale of 0.00 to 5.00 - the higher
the better. All EN→JA BLEU scores are an average of the 3 tokeniser versions (Juman, Kytea and Mecab). In
addition to the previously introduced abbreviations, BT stands for back-translation, Doc-lvl means document level,
the + signifies other unmentioned corpora that were used, and the remaining abbreviations are corpora that the
other shared task participants used.
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corpora and training regular NMT models.
In contrast to our expectation that the context-

aware models will be superior at least for the
EN→JA translation direction, where we saw gains
in BLEU scores, results from the human evaluation
showed otherwise. We believe that a more sophisti-
cated training method may be required to fully take
advantage the document-aligned data.

We did not perform any back-translation of
monolingual business dialogue or similar corpora,
nor did we train transformer-big models or perform
model distillation. All of these are other popular
methods used in similar shared tasks known to im-
prove the final results. Our intuition is that such
moves would further improve the final outcome by
several BLEU points, but due to time constraints
we chose not to go forward with them. In total, 26
systems were submitted for the English↔Japanese
language pair and four of them to the human evalu-
ation.
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